Information Systems & Computing
Application & Information Services

Jeanne Curtis
Application & Information Services

Elaine Rymesza
Application Infrastructure Support

James Johnson
Custom Solutions / Integrations

Amy Miller
Enterprise Info / Analytics

Rosemary Nissley
Enterprise Applications

NGSS
Next Generation Student Systems

Isobel Thompson
Framework & Tools
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Application & Information Services

Rosemary Nissley

Enterprise Applications

Dev & Alumni ReFns Applications
- William Gilmore
  - David Curran
  - Renae Ethengain
  - Frank Nguyen
  - Michelle Oliver
  - John Stahl

Financial/HR Systems
- Jeanine Kleba
  - Arti Adya
  - Kalyani Balasubramanian
  - Faina Goldman
  - Danielle Modzelewski
  - Ravi Musuku
  - Aleksandar Pejic

Payroll / HR Applications
- William MacDonald
- Tatyana Shushkovsky

Human Capital Management
- Ernesto Chieffo
  - Laural Arthur

Research Admn Applications
- Shea Hammond
- Janice Pansar
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Client Services

IT Learning

Adam Cranston

Stephanie Riley

Theresa Settles
Information Systems & Computing
Human Resources

Denise Lay
Human Resources

Cynthia DuFour

Jacqueline Raynor

Nicole Tenney
Shared Services

Costing

Bill Kasenchar

Patrick McCauley
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Information Systems & Computing
Strategy, Portfolio & Planning

Marion Campbell
Strategy, Portfolio & Planning

Anita Gelburd
Service Management Office

Naila Machado
Portfolio Management

Deborah Sartin
Project Management Office
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Technology Services

Platforms & Network Engineering & Network Engineering

Tiffany Hanulec

Special Projects

Jerome McDonnell

Systems Administration

Lila Shapiro

Virtualization & Storage Technologies

Don Shappelle

Storage & Backup

Vasu Raman

Consulting Lead

Wilson Chang

Consulting Lead

Sean Curry

Diane Galeone

Ryan Hastings

Maurice Parson

Bruce Szewczyk

Christopher Bujak

Dana Camacho

Special Projects

Paula Smith-Marshall

Platforms & Network Engineering

IP Engineering

Systems Administration

Michael Borokhovsky

Dane Fetterman

Shizhi Chen

Steve Fredricks

Tong Li

Mike Trout

Edward Urmston

Jeffrey Edwards

Stanley Valcuikas

Tony Dallas

Joseph Demarest

Adrian Johnson

Anthony Olejnik

Jing Ding

Shijoy Mathew

John O'Brien

Louise Raimondi

C. Aaron Smith

John Batzel

Justin Ettore

Dane Fetterman

Kent Whiting

David Tenney

Robert Butler

Catherine Coll

William Herbert

Andrew Hojnowski

John Monko

Stephen Murray

John Lee

David Dimm

Lila Shapiro

Bruce Szewczyk

Don Shappelle
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